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Welcome to our newsletter. This newsletter is addressed to legal historians,
legal theorists and others interested in global history, social sciences,
humanities and legal studies more broadly. We keep you updated about
events, new publications by our researchers and other news from our
Institute. Any feedback and suggestions are more than welcome.
We hope you enjoy this month's edition.

Opportunities

Events

CfAs: We currently have three open
positions for student assistants.

Events take place at the mpilhlt unless
otherwise stated.

• Support our research
communication, press and public
relations office in publicising our
Institute’s activities in the social
media, on our website and in this

26 September, 10:30 – 27 September,
16:00: Normative Strukturen der
industriellen Beziehungen im 19. und 20.
Jahrhundert. For further information,
please contact collin@lhlt.mpg.de

newsletter!
• Interested in research
communication in the area of
legal history? Assist the
Department Historical Regimes of
Normativity! Knowledge of
Portuguese or Spanish would be an
advantage.
• Going global? Support our
researchers studying regimes of
normativity in Latin America,
Africa, Asia and Europe.
Full details available here.

26 September 2022, 13:00, Glocalising
Normativities Research Colloquium:
Christian Boulanger (mpilhlt), Legal
Change and Sociology of Law Theory.
Hybrid event. For further information,
please contact coutinho@lhlt.mpg.de
28 September – 10 November 2022,
Seminar Series: Judicial history and
ecclesiastical justice in viceregal Spanish
America. Institutions, dynamics and
research methods. Series programme
(pdf)
29 September 2022, 13:15,
Conference: Tagung anlässlich des 100.
Todestages von Eugen Ehrlich, organised
by Ralf Seinecke and Marietta Auer. For
further information, please contact
seinecke@lhlt.mpg.de

New Publications
Joachim Rückert

Idealismus, Jurisprudenz und
Politik bei Friedrich Carl von
Savigny.
Studien zur europäischen
Rechtsgeschichte 315, Savignyana 15
Frankfurt am Main: Klostermann 2022
Originally published in 1984, this
habilitation thesis (LMU) was quickly sold
out and even became difficult to find on the
second-hand market. The original
announcement consisted of just one
sentence: ‘Based on old and newer
materials, Savigny’s position within the
context of the idealism of his time as well
as the impact on his specific understanding
of jurisprudence and politics are
comrehensively explored and significant
new findings presented.’ The reviews confirmed this succinct assessment – and it still
holds true today. This unaltered reprint is supplemented by new a section entitled
'Lebensspuren', which provides a complete chronicle of Savigny's life including his

scholarly works and activities, salient sources and references, as well as amendments
and additions to the sources. In addition, the book's indeces have been updated and
expanded.

David Deroussin / Martin Löhnig / Ferdinando
Mazzarella / Stephan Wagner (Hrsg.)

Bürgerliches Recht im
nachbürgerlichen Zeitalter – 100
Jahre Soziales Privatrecht in
Deutschland, Frankreich und
Italien
Studien zur europäischen
Rechtsgeschichte 327-1
Frankfurt am Main: Klostermann 2022
Over the past one hundred years, the
development of private law in Europe has
followed a trajectory from a liberal notion of
private law to a more socially oriented one.
The foundations for this were laid in the
German-French-Italian discourse between
the two World Wars; further significant
impulses occurred under the Fascist
regimes in Germany and Italy and then, after 1945, in the context of the European
integration of the three states. This book is the first of three volumes resulting from a
series of trilateral conferences held at the Villa Vigoni that, for the first time, undertook an
in-depth analysis of the genesis of modern social private law. It offers a look at the 1927
draft of a French-Italian law of contracts and obligations (Progetto di Codice delle
obbligazioni e dei contratti – Projet de Code des obligations et des contrats) and analyses
its significance in this context.

Mindy Chen-Wishart, Hiroo Sono and Stefan
Vogenauer (eds)

Invalidity of Contracts in Asia
Volume IV of Studies in the Contract
Laws of Asia (Oxford University Press
2022)
The fourth of six volumes of the book
series Studies in the Contract Laws of Asia
has just been published by Oxford
University Press. It emanates from a project involving more than 50 Asian scholars. All
volumes pursue three objectives. First, they intend to gather reliable information on the

contract laws of the jurisdictions involved. Secondly, they attempt a first tentative
comparison of these contract laws. Thirdly, they wish to shed light on the relationship
between the Asian laws involved and their respective European source jurisdictions. The
third of these objectives adds a strongly historical dimension to the comparative exercise.
It requires a nuanced study of the legal transfers from English, French and German law
that can be observed to various degrees in all the Asian jurisdictions covered in the series.
Volume IV deals with deficiencies in the process of contracting (mistake,
misrepresentation, fraud, undue influence, duress, etc) and the resulting invalidity of
contracts in the laws of China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia,
Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam. Typically, each
jurisdiction is covered in two chapters written by lawyers from the respective jurisdiction.
Stefan Vogenauer contributed to the introductory chapter, which frames the issues and
gives a first overview of the solutions pursued in the respective legal systems.

Guests and Visiting Scholars
• Cabrera Bibilonia, Adrián (Universidad de La Habana, Cuba): Criminal en cuerpo y
alma. La formación discursiva del individuo peligroso en la Cuba colonial, April –
September 2022
• Contarini, Filippo (Universität Luzern, Switzerland): Postcolonial legal theory through
Swiss triangular commercial legal history. An interdisciplinary approach, April –
September 2022
• De Nardi, Loris (Universidad de Navarra, Spain): El papel de la reforma de la
responsabilidad civil en la reducción de riesgos de incendio en la Península Ibérica
(siglos XVIII y XIX), September – October 2022
• Leucht, Brigitte (University of Portsmouth, UK): Consumers and the creation of the
EC common market, 1973-1992, April – September 2022
• Lillo Castañ, Víctor (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain): The bull Sublimis
Deus and the Spanish laws on slavery of Native Americans (1530-1537), January
2022 – December 2023
• Melo, Marcelo (Universidade Federal do Ceará, Brazil): Settling meaning: an analysis
of arguments in contractual interpretation, March – September 2022
• Mukherjee, Uponita (Columbia University, USA): Matters of evidence: criminal
detection, legal inquiry, and the colonial rule, June – November 2022
• Nuzzo, Luigi (Università del Salento, Italy): Space, Time and Law in a Colonial City:
Tianjin 1860-1915, September 2022
• Traslosheros, Jorge E (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México), La dimensión
judicial de la misión pastoral de los obispos en la Hispanoamérica virreinal,
September - November 2022

Hansaallee 41

Hermann-Conring-Preis
for Susanne K. Paas
Susanne K. Paas has been awarded the
Hermann-Conring-Preis for her book Das
bewegliche System. Zur Karriere einer
juristischen Denkfigur (Mohr Siebeck,
2021). This study analyses the
development of a central concept and
method in German law, the ‘flexible
system’, from its ‘discovery‘ by Walter
Wilburg and its further development by
Franz Bydlinski and Claus-Wilhelm
Canaris to its manifold uses in German
jurisprudence today.
The prize, which carries a 5000 Euro
award, is offered by the Castor & Pollux
Stiftung gGmbH and honours outstanding
research in the field of legal history, legal
philosophy and legal theory. It is named
after the polymath Hermann Conring
(1606–1681), who was not only one of the
fathers of German legal history but also
made significant contributions to political
science and philosophy.
The award was presented at the 43rd
Rechtshistorikertag, which this year took
place in Zürich. Members of the mpilhlt
participated in the conference in a variety
of different roles. Thomas Duve moderated
the international plenary lecture by Lauren
Benton, who joined the conference online
from New Haven to present her reflections

Summer Academy 2022
Since 2014, the Institute has organised an
annual Max Planck Summer Academy for
Legal History. After a corona-related twoyear break, this July we were able to
welcome 21 participants from 11 countries
to discuss the topic of ‘Using History in
Law’.
People all over the world have invoked the
past or ‘tradition’ to legitimise or
delegitimise norms. This year’s topic
explored past legal orders by examining
how actors used, valued or referred to
history when dealing with the law. We
discussed the use of history as a resource
for the maintenance or reconstruction of
the law, the law being understood as
something not simply there but rather
constructed by people and their practices
in their local and concrete circumstances.
Many of the participants’ presentations
provided specific case studies on this
theme. One of the recurrent questions
throughout the two weeks was ‘What is the
law made up of and what do we exclude
and include when thinking about law?’ This
was raised not only in our World Café
session, the discussion of the current
German controversy about restituting
properties to the Hohenzollern family, and
a talk show, but also in the evening lecture
by Fernanda Pirie.

on ‘Interpolity law through imperial eyes’.
Another highlight of the conference was
the panel discussion on ‘The future of the
Rechtshistorikertag’, in which Marietta
Auer took part. The next edition of the
conference will be held in Frankfurt in
2024.

The preparations for next year’s Summer
Academy are in progress. Be sure to
check this newsletter and follow our Twitter
account to find out next year’s theme and
application deadline.

Max Planck Newsletter Iberian Worlds
Just like its big sister, the newsletter of the Research Field 'Iberian Worlds' received
a new look with the renaming of the Institute. The researchers of this group are
investigating various aspects of legal history of the Iberian Worlds from the early
modern age to the present from a global historical perspective.
In our monthly newsletter we are reporting in Spanish and Portuguese about
conferences, seminars, calls for papers, announcements for research grants and
publications related to the activities our research group. We will also be adding new
sections such as presenting new and rare book acquisitions, conferences and even
our colleagues.
We will also be adding new sections such as announcing new and rare book
acquisitions and upcoming conferences, and feature colleagues in order to get to
know them better.
If you have not yet subscribed, you can do so here.
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